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ABSTRACT
During web formation, the difference between the speed of
the pulp suspension and that of the wire gives rise to a smear
force that orients fibres prefer~exztially along the machine
direction . This has been known for a long time . It is less
clear, however, haw the distribution of fibre orientations is
fly related to the conditions of web for~t~aticn and to the
properties of papermaking fibres . We have studied this question
using simple theoretical models and experimental data inc-1-tiding
irk-We analysis results.
We

find that

fibre-to-fibre

interactior)s det

haw

much individual fibres are rotated by the oriented shear field .
In this way the fibre orientation distribution obtained for a

given speed cliff
an the pulp properties . On the
other hand, the turbulence of the pulp flow seems to be the
mechanism through. which the conditions of web formation affect
fibre orientation. In particular, we ~t that the onset of
hear'-i nch i +ed turbulence in the suspension flow det
the
maximum fibre orientation anisotropy that can be achieved .
The model calculations show that the distribution of fibre
orientations cannot be represented in terns of a simple functional form with only one adjustable parameter. The shape of
the distribution depends an the fibre p
and especially the wet fibre flexibility. In paper the orientation distribution of curly fibres is quite different from thhat of straight
fibres . On the other hand, no diff
in the distribution is
observed if long and short =fibre are examined smpar, ately.
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1 . INI~L~tJCTI~

In the web formation p~ (1) there are several factors
that affect the distribution of fibre orientations in paper :
the
ion aoeeleration in the slice channel of the head
box, the differerx~e between the speed of the suspension and
that of the wire, drainage forces and nonuni form suspension
flaw (or "turbulence") on the wire . Moreover, wet web draws may
change fibre orientation. Under given process conditions, the
orientation distribution may also
on the p
ies of
individual fibres and of their suspension . In this paper we
shall study the significance of these farctors on the distributicn of fibre orientations in paper made by the Foirdrinier
process .
In paper making fibre orientation is controlled by means
of the jet-to-wire speed difference . The speed differetxoe induces an oriented shear field in the
ion that acts on
the fibres and makes then orient preferentially along the
machine direction. This has been well deYtionstrated in the literature, with the machine to cross direction tensile ratio RT as
a common measure of the anisotropy - see e .g .
Svensson
and Osterberg (2,3) .
Typical behavior of the tensile ratio as a function of the
jet-too-wire speed difference is illustrated in Fig. 1 a for
various paper
nee on the Fburdrinier pilot machine at
the Finnish Pulp and Paper Research Institute (FPPRI, cf . Appendix for details) . When the jet velocity is close to that of the
wire (vs = 0) the shear velocity is small and hence paper anisotropy weak . If, on the other hand, the speed difference is made
larger, the paper becomes more anisotropic but only up to a
level. At large speed differences the tensile ratio is
observed to be is~de
t of the speed difference .
In addition to the tensile ratio we have in some cases
measured the distribution of fibre orientations on the top and
wire side surfaces of the paper sample by image analysis tech
niques (see the Appendix for details) ; results for the fine
paper and IIC base paper are shown in Figs . 1 b and c, respectively . The orientation index RN will be defined later (Eq.
(9)), at this point it is sufficient to know that in principle
RN should be roughly equal to the tensile ratio RT . This is
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the case for the low basis weight IAU-base paper (Fig . 1
c) where no fibre orientation twosi
was detected in the
image analysis .

Fig 1 . Tensile ratio RT, a, and fibre orientation index RN, Eq.
(9), evaluated from the image analysis results, b and c, as a
function of the suspension speed vs relative to the wire for
samples pi re- d on the FPPRI pilot machine. The
lim es
are drawn to guide the eye. The symbols are, a, o fine paper,
0 LWC barge paper and -* newsprint; , b and c, o and D the
top side and the crosses the wire side of fine paper and LWC,
ively. Typical error margins are shown by the vertical
bars, a, and by the size of the crosses, b and c .
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In the fine paper case (Fig . 1 b) the image analysis results show significant twosidedness in fibre orientation. As
only fibres on the surfaces were
, it is not clear how
well an average of the results would reflect the fibre orientaticn of the paper as a whole . Comparison with the tensile
ratio ,
that the average orientation should be relatively close to that visible on the top side . In any case, the
distribution of fibre orientations in the fine paper is quite
different from that in the LWC base paper .
Si .riOe the total ND straining of the web was
the same in all three cases (cf . Appendix), most of the tensile
ratio variation in Fig . 1 a must arise from fibre orientation .
On the other hand, it is quite clear that some of the d ifferenees between different paper grardes may be accounted for by
variations in internal stress .
The level of internal stresses
on the shrinkage potential of the pulp (_4) and therefore the contribution of internal stress to the tensile s
anis
could be successively lower for the fine paper, the
LWC base paper' and the newsprint, as also observed in the experiments .
In this co
'on we remark that wet strain has little
significance in the distribution of fibre orientations (5) . It
is easy to show that if an isotropic fibre network is strained
by E $, then the fibre orientation irklex should be appro~~imately equal to RN = 1 + 0 .015 " E .
It is in general impossible to separate the effects of
internal stresses and fibre orientation on paper ani
y by
means of
ts . We shall ne
ess use the tensile
ratio as a
of the fibre orientation anis
. In
practice the tensile ratio RT is still the most widely used
measure of fibre orientation anisotropy .
In terms of Figs . 1, there are three questions we shall
consider in this shady . First, what de
the distribution
of fibre orientations in the absence of the smear velocity
(vs =O) ? Acoordisyg to Figs . 1, the minimum anis
could
on pip properties (wood-free vs . wood-con
~p
' '
) or
process variables (e .g . machine speed 60 m/min vs . 80 m/min) or

both .

Seoond, we would like to know has fast the anis
of
fibre orientation '
es as the jet-to-wire speed difference
is '
ed, and thud, we would line to determine the factior^s
that control the saturation of fibre orientation. In other
wor'ds, what is the speed difference bey~onXd which the anis troW
no longer increases, and what is the fibre orientation anisotropy thus achieved? In the case of the FPP'RI pilot machine all
the paper grades studied - pear , to be quite similar in this
respect.
It was clearly shown in the studies of
, Svensson
and Osterberg (2,3) that the quality of paper formation is
quite sensitive to the jet-to-wire speed differenoe . Good
formation may be obtained if the speed difference is not too
lame whereas if the speed differezx~e exceeds a o
' limit,
formation quality deteriorates rapidly.
It is interesting that upon
sing the speed difference the fibre orientation anis
levels off at about the
same point where the formation index starts to
e. This
absexvation its that the poor farmatian quality and the
saturation of the fibre orientation anisotopy are both caused
by a oin the flow state of the pulp suspension . In particular, ore could think that if the shear field during web
on is too large "turbulence" could
' to the fibre
network s
of paper.

In this paper we report qualitative model calculations of
the physical
' sms of fibre orientation aimed at underhow the distribution of fibre orientations in paper
on the p
process and on the pulp properties .
The model predictions are used to analyse experimental results
including data based on the image analysis of stained fibre's in
sheets pr re- on the FP'PRI Fourdrinier pilot
'

2 . oRIII~ATI

BY LANINAR STAR

We shall start by aansidering the behavior of fibres in
the shear field indLioed by the speed difference between the jet
and the wire . The
ion flow is assumed to be l
so
that no "turbulenae" or other irregularities are present. Also,
the suspension consistency is assumed to be low enough so that
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fibre-to-fibre interactions
ignored.

in the s~~aspe~nsion ~ can be

2.1 . Model for l~~r shear
In principle, one could attempt to fi.nd the pac~ecise mathematical e~~ressiocl for the distribution of fibre orientations
by solving the hydrodynao~nic equations of motion of the pulp
ion. As early as the 1920s, Jeffery (6) studied the
motion of ellipsoidal particles in a viscous fluid. His results
were later applied to the case of stiff rods in sheared
ions by Mascrz et . al . ( 7 ) . In experiments they found
that the motion of glass ffibres was '
in good
t
with the predictions of Jeffery' s theory .
On the othex hand, Jeffery' s equations of motion are ea~~plicated. men under' very strong sin~lifying ass~nptior~s it goes
not appear possible to derive a closed form equation to c7~esc~;ribe
the real distribution of fibre orientations in paper. we will
therefore solve the problem approximately and derive a qualitative solution . This solution can then be applied to discuss the
effects of pr~oeess variables and pulp properties .
Let us cor~sic~er the ca.9e of a law oorLSistexx.~y of stxa_ight
fibres flowiryg a regular 1
'
shear velocity field .
Assume also that the fibres in the suspension have no preferen
tial orientation, i .e. ignore jet orientation. The norLlami nar
flaa and the jet ffibre orientation will be discussed in later
sections .
stiff

Duriryg web formation aye end of each fibre first aamQ.s
dowri on the ffiltered ffibre mat (on the wire during initial
dr '
) while the other end is still floating free in the
suspension . This stage is ~ schematically in Fig. 2 as seers
direcrtly from abo~ne . The direc.~tion of the fibre with
to
the direction of the
ion flaw (relative to wire ) is
given by the angle ~.
The stif f fibre will have to rotate
its fixed end
aloryg the flaw . The fibre mat aauiteracts the axial stress that
the fluid exerts on the fibre . Thus the flaw slips on the fibre
surfaroe in the direction of the fibre axis and the net force
ex~erbed on the fibre is p~icular to the direcr-tion of the
fibre. 'The rotation of the fibre should be most rapid when ~ _
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n/2 and, on the other hand, the fibre should not rotate at all
if 0 = ±n or 0 = 0 . Also, the fibre sho~,tld always rotate towards
the value 0 = 0 and away from 0 = ±n . This means that if the
fibre canes down "nose" (rather than "tail") first - so that
initially 10 1 > n/2 - then after a certain while it will point
in the cross-machine direction. Tbus the shape of the distribution of fibre orientations may have some rather unexpected features
as we shall see in section 4 .2 .

Fig . 2 . Schematic illustration of a fibre during the drainage
phase anchored to the wire from the end located at the origin .
Orientation relative to MaChine direction is given by the angle
Sinoe the fibre mass density is relatively close to that
of the suspension we assume that inertial effects can be ignored . Then the simplest assumption for the rotation of the
fibre is given by writing the speed of rotation d0/dt in the

form

d0/dt = -r " vs" sin(O)

(1)

where r is a parameter and vs characterises the speed of the
suspension relative to the wire .
The shape of the velocity profile of the suspension close
to the wire should, in principle, be taken in to
t by
treating vs as a function of the z-directional orientation of
the fibre. Also, in reality the time evolution of the z-directienal orientation couples to the angle 0 which would f
complicate the mathematics. We shall ignore these complica-

tions.
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We
ize that Eq . (1) is nothing more than a simple
mathentiatical expression that, as we shall show, can be used to
de.cx=ibe qualitatively the physical processes that give rise to
fibre orientation . We assume that the model parameters can be
adjusted appropriately so that the right hand side of Eq . (1)
rreasonably well repre;9ents the average behaviour of fibres in
the oriented shear field .
The solution of Eq .

(1) is of the farm

tan(/2) = C tan(0o /2)

where

(2)

(3)
C = exp( - R . vs)
and 00

is the initial orientation of the fibre when ore end of
fibre mat . The parameter R is given
time it takes for the fibre to stop
rotating and land on the wire . More ger~erally, R tells how much
a fibre is able to rotate in the shear field .

is anchored to the filtered
by R = r'tz Where tz is the

Next we observe that the initial distribution of fibre
orientations in the
ion, g(Oo ), and the final distribution in the paper, f (0), are basically related to one another
through an equation of the form f (O )dO = g(OO )dOo.
,r, in
the final paper sheet it is not possible to tell which way the
fibres have laded, and therefore the orientation distribution
has to satisfy the requirement f (O+n) = f (O) . Thus the initial
and final distribution are related by

f (O)dO = Cg(O- )dO- + g(O+ )dO+1 /2
w

oo =

0- and 0+ are the solutions of Eq .

to 0 and O+n respectively:
oos 0+ =

1±00S(O) +

(2) oor :r -

pJ/C±p "cOs(O) + 1]

(4)
ondi.ng

(5)

where
p = tanh(R " vs )

(6)

Fran preceding equations it follows that if the initial
are isotrapically distributed, g($o) = 1/n, then
fibre orientations in paper obey the elliptic distribution

values 00
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(1~2 )

~re
q = PZ = tar~h 2 ( R "vs )

(8)

Fqs . ( 7 ) and ( 8 ) define a model for the distribution of fibre
orientatioans in Fourdrinier-made paper under the simpli~
ass~~tions that the stiff fibres rotate independently of one
another, that the suspension flaw is lam , nar , and that there is
no prefex~~ed fibre orientation in the suspension prior to filtration .
In order to characrterise the anisotropy of fibre orienta-

tions we evaluate the orientation index RN alr~~dy u~9ed in
Figs . 1 b and c as being the network theory (_8) prediction for
the ma~ch~ nP to cross direction ratio of the elastic moduli :

RN is a reas~oczable measure of the fibre orientation oontribution to the
' cal anisotropy, both elastic and texlsile
s
ratio ( 9 ) . The ooefficients al and a2 are t,~~ose of the

Fourier expansion

n=1
which can always

be employed to represent the distribution of
fibre orientations in paper (
of oaurse that on the
average the fibres are aligned along the m~ direction
~=0 ) . In the case of the elliptic distribution functicn an is

given by

an = 2 " qn .

(11)

In Fig . 3 we show that the elliptic distribution fE(~),
" ( ~ ) a~ ( 8 ) , leads to an orientation irx3ex RN that ~
at an ir~~easing rate as the difference between the speed of
the su~ion and that of the wire gnaws . The qualitative
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nature of the model does not allow us to calculate a value for
the parammeter P but, instead, R can be used as an adjustable
parameter . In the figure, R has been arbitrarily chosen to be
R = 0 .05 min/m .

Fig .

3 . Orientation index RN , Eq . (9), as a function of the
ion speed vs evaluated for the elliptic models defined
by Eq . (8) and Eq . (12), and for the won Mises model, Eq . (16) .
The model parameters are R=0 .05 min/m, vz =10 m/min, and K is
given by Eq . (17) .
We believe that the elliptical distribution function fE (O) ,
(7) and (8), qualitatively describes the effect of the
laminar shear field on the distribution of fibre orientations
in paper . We shall use this model in the subsequent sections in
the study of the effects on fibre orientation of drainage, jet
orientation turbulence and pulp p
ies . First,
, we
shall briefly consider two other simple models for the fibre
orientation distribution .

.

2 .2 . other simple models
First, we point out that an elliptic distribution of fibre
orientations was also derived by Ryti et . al . ( 10 ) in connection with an oblique sheet mould . In this mould the fibre orien
taticn anisotropy is controlled by the angle of suspension
flaw relative to a horizontal wire . If the flaw is vertical no
ani sow is cFrerated in the sheet, whereas if the flaw
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app
pic.

horizontal then the sheet beoontes strongly anisotxo-

Ryti et . al . derived their model starting with the assumpticn that every fibre beaa nes oriented in the direction of its
projection in the plane perpendicular to the flow direction .
The distribution thus obtained differs fr nn our model only in
the orientation parameter q. If the results of Ryti et . al. are
transformed to the Fourdrinier case it is fond that instead of
Eq . (8) q is given by
q = tang{0.5 "

(vs/vz ))

(12)

where vz is the vertical drainage speed through the wire .
The model derived by Ryti et . al . is thus quite similar to
the one we derived above. In particular, if the
ion
speed is close to that of the wire, vs = 0, we find that Eq .
(8) and (12) give,
ively,
q - (R "vs)2

(13)

q - (vs/2 .vz)2

(14)

and

The two expressions are equal if
vz = (2 . R) _1

(15)

If (3 = 0 .05 min/m, then aaoording to Eq . (15) vz = 10 m./min. The
curve thus obtained for the orientation index RN is also shown
in Fig . 3 . It is seen that Eq . (12) is gives qualitatively the
same behavior for RN as Eq . (8), but large deviations do arise
as vs '
es .
The distribution of fibre orientations in paper is often
described by means of the von Mises distribution of the form
f(O) = fM(O,K) = exp[K'cos(2'0)]/I(K)

(16)

where I(K) is the normalization constant . This is the periodic
analog of the ordinary Gaussian distribution (9) .
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We are not aware of arty microscopic motivation for the van
Mises distribution . On the basis of statistical
'cs one
could argue that the potential energy related to the rotational
of freedom in the ND-CD-plane of a fibre should in the
simplest case be of the farm K " cos (20) arid .therefore f (0) should
be of the van Miles type . However, it is ifficult to say what
the value of the paravmeter K should be as a function of the
speed of the suspension relative to that of the wire, vs .
If we
., quite arbitrarily, that K is such that for
small vs the von Miles model, Eq . (16), gives the sane values
for the orientation index RN as the elliptical model, Eqs . (7)
and (8), we find that K should be given by
K = 2 " (R " vs)2

(17)

It can be seen fran Fig . 3 that the vcn Miles distribution
gives a strCorxtr curvature to the orientation index as a function of the suspension speed than the elliptical models .
The discussion has shown that the simple fibre orientation
give quantitatively quite different results when the
of fibre orientation is lane . This is expected
since drastic simplifications are necessary if any model at all
is to be obtained . On the other hand, the results above also
stow that qualitatively all three models look alike .

models
ani

2 .3 . Fibre orientation in the jet sin
We consider next what happens if fibres are oriented in
the jet stream . It is quite clear that arty orientation distribution that may exist in the jet vanishes very rapidly as the
jet lands on the wire . Therefore, the effect of jet orientation
should be visible mainly on the wire side of paper .
In the jet stream fibres are oriented preferentially along
the
on when the suspension flow accelerates in
the convezUirig slice dhwrel ( 12 ) . We a -.um for simplicity
that the cross-sectional area of the chatyiel d~ecx~eases lnearly
as a function of the distance from the lip . If, in addition,
the suspension flow in the. headbo~x is assumed to be laminar,
then one can show that an elliptic distribution of fibre orientatic ns is generated in the jet stream (13) .
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In other words, the distribution in the jet, g(O), is
approximately of the form defined in Eq . (7), g(O) = fE(O, q )
It is easy to show that the elliptic parameter q " is in this
case given by
J
qj = (k-1)/(k+l)

(18)

where k = (Al/A2)h, and A1 and A2 are the cross-sectional areas
of the entxanoe and exit of the corilvexrging slice
The elliptic distxibution of fibre orientations in the jet
is again only an approximation. The suspension flow in the
headbox is turbulent, and
ore the fibre orientation aniso
tropy tends to be weaker than Eq . (18) predicts . As the jet
from the lip the decreasing pr
causes a reduction
in the fibre orientation anis
of the top and bottom layers
of the stream ( 14 ) . On the wire, turbulence and other flaw
disturbances rapidly destroy the fibre orientation anisotr y
of the
ion.
In any case, let us assume that in the jet - and thus in
ion during initial drainage - there is an anisotropic distribution of fibre orientations g(O) . Then it follows
from Eqs. (4) and (5) that the co~nding distribution of
fibre orientations in paper, f (0), is given by
the

1-p2
2

g(o+)

g(O-)

1+p 2 -2p " cos'O

1+p 2 +2p .coscp

where Oo = 0+ is given by Eq . (4) and p = q
Eq . (8) .

= tanh [ R(vs ) ] by

The distribution function f(0) defined by Eq . (19) and the

corTXespor~ding Fourier coefficients can be evaluated numerically
for any given initial distribution g(O.) . Fig. 4 straws a typical example of how the jet fibre orientation affects the calculated orientation index RN . We expect that the tensile ratio

RT should behave in a similar way.

The model calculation
s, in particular, that the
orientation index RN is entirely det
by the jet fibre
orientation for a range of small values of vs . The correspcr~ding speed range depends on the degree of fibre orientation in
the jet (in air model on the parameter qj) . In fact, RN goes
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W

trough a minimum (although very weak) at a nozero vs before it
to irxxease with '
ing suspension speed. Then the
fibre orientation in paper is again controlled by the oriented
'shear field on the wire . The s
the orientation in the
j et the higher the suspension speed must be before its effect
is observed . We note that the model is consistent with fact
that in the fine paper cage the wire side fibre orientation
index RN is '
t of the
ion speed .

Fig . 4 . Orientation index RN , Eq . (9), as a function of the
suspension speed vs evaluated for the elliptical fibre orientation model (Eq . (19)) with jet fibre orientation (qj =0 .18) and
without it (qj =0) ; (3=0 .05 min/m .
In the experiments shown in Figs . 1 the wire side fibre
orientation anisotropy a
to be strong in the fine paper
pulp, wbereas in the LwC pulp essentially no wire side fibre
orientation is observed if the suspension speed v is small . It
s
thus appears that strong jet fibre orientation has been ~ated in the
dbox in the fine paper case but none in the LWC
case . This differnrice is probably cauzed by the
'c
properties of the papermakiryg pulps . Effects of fibre type and
consistency on the jet fibre orientation were observed alreaddy
by Wrist ( 12 ) . In section 4.2 . we shall argue that in fact
fibre-to-fibre interactions are the most important single faorbor
that control the extent to which fibres are oriented by a given
oriented smear field .
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Of course the jet fibre orientation also depexls on the
headbox type and the speed of the jet ( fox p
) . The
FPP'RI pilot maorLishe is equipped with a rectifier roll headbox
and it, ppears introbable that the differenoe in the fibre
orientation anis
of the jet stzean of the fine paper and
the LWC suspensions is caused by the different
speed in
the experiments . In general, however, hea ox p
may well
affect the jet fibre orientation
the turbulence generated in the headbox .
In conclusion,

suspension flow is

the, model calculations show that if the

laminar then the fibre orientation aniso-

tropy - as observed e .g . in the tensile ratio - should gnaw
with I xx9asing rapidity as the difference between the speed of
the suspension and that of the wire '
. The jet fibre
orientation may give rise to an almost constant level of fibre
orientation anis

for a range of small suspension speeds .

The laminar model is consistent with the experimental
behaviour if the
ion speed is not too large. However,
upon '
' ing suspension speed the fibre orientation anisotropy does not irxxease indefinetely but rather reaches a pla-

teau . In the next section it is sewn that nonlamirarity or
turbulence of the suspension flow has to be imIiaded in the
model to explain this .

3 . NO

ION FIM

The laminar fibre orientation model (Eqs . (7) and (8) or
Eq . (19)) was derived as
that all fibres would be alike
in their properties and would experience the same
xage laminar shear field. In practice there are both ~emati.c and
random variations present in the paies of the pulp . More
important, the suspension flow rx2ed not be laminar. In this
section we shall show that by including flow disturbances in
the model we can explain experimental observations .
In Figs . 5 we show experimental results (3) of
n
and Osterberg (a and b) and, for convezience, the data for the
FFPRI pilot machine (c), already displayed in Fig. 1 a. The
me
tensile ratio RT is plotted as a function of the speed
difference of the jet and the wire . The results in Fig. 5 a
Correspond to a Fourdrinier wire section equipped with table
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rolls whereas in the case of Fig. 5 b the first few rolls were
replaced with four wet suction boxes. In the FPPRI wire section
(Fig . 5 c) there were six foils followed by wet suction boxes.
In Fig. 5 a the paper machine speed was varied, in Fig. 5 b the
drainage rate and in Fig. 5 c pulp catuositicn (cf. Appendix) .
In Fig . 5 b the paper machine speed was 180 m/min and in Figs .
5 a and b }raft pulp was used .

ion speed
function of the
and b, mew by Svensson and
Osterberg (3), and , c, the FPPRI pilot machine results already
shown in Fig . 1 a . The symbols correspond to, a, paper machine
speeds 120 m/min X , 180 m/min + , and 240 m/min O ; b,
dr '
rates low Q , moderate 0 , and high 0 ; and c, fine
paper 0 , LWC base paper t3 , and newsprint * . The solid
and dashed lines show calculated orientation iYx1ex RN as explained in the text .
Fig 5 . Tensile ratio RT as a
vs relative to the wire, a
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The dashed line in the Figs . 5 is the orientation index RN
calculated front to laminar fibre orientation model (Fqs . (7)
and (8) ) with R = 0. 05 miry/m . clearly the simple model does not
agree with experiments, not eel if the value of P was
The sane would hold far the other model equations considered in
section 2 . 2 . As shown in section 2 .3 ., the jet fibre orientay observed for small suspension
tion may explain to ani
vs relative to the wire speed, but not for large values
of VS .
Thus to laminar fibre orientation model is clearly ir3adequate to describe to fibre orientation ani
as a func
ticn of to
ion speed vs relative to wire . We shall now
show that the situation is greatly improved if disturbances in
the susperLsien flow are taken into acoaunt . As a result, a

fibre orientation model will be obtained that explains the
experimental observations . The corr
onding RN is spawn as the
solid line in Figs . 5 .
In the suspension flow systematic variations are always
present which, in particular, give rise to to z-directional
variation in the fibre orientation anis
. There are seve
ral sources for this . For example, to suspension speed vs
decays during drainage taward the wire speed, and thus to tap
side tends to be less oriented than than wire side . Because of
wall friction the top and bot-tcm layers of the jet st-rea~n have
a lower speed. than to interior layers . This, as well as to
rapid dissipation of the fibre orientation irxiWed in the headbox also induce twosi
of fibre orientation . Systematic
variations in to suspension flow
however, explain the
disagreement between to l
model and experiments and we
shal l therefore not consider then any further.

Similarly, statistical variations in the pulp properties
(e .g . fibre length and flexibility, local fibre coryoentration )
are not expected to bring about any significant changes in the
model predictions if they were i.ryl .ucied . In principle, this
kind of random variations can be modelled by assigning a distribution of values to the parameter R of the laminar model . We
shall ignore variations in pulp properties, too .

The suspension flow always has rand m conq~onents or same
level of turbulence . This means that both to negritude and
direction of the oriented shear field varies in a xmdm
fashion. Turbulence is generated in the
x and main
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during dr
by the drainage elements . In addition, turbulence is indLtioed by the speed differ roe between the suspension
and the wire (15) .
In lime with the preceding model calculations, we do not
describe the flow di
in detail, but rather show their
qualitative effect . For this purpose, we assign the suspension
speed vs a Gaussian distribution of mean half width a and the
flow direction another ir~deper
t Gaussim distribution (of
mean half width b) around the machine direction. For simplicity, the effects of the jet fibre orientation are ignored. We
ise that, on the one hand, one could choose some other
form of statistical distribution but, on the other hand, that
not be crucial for the qualitative effects we are looking for.
With the flow disturbances deycxibed by the two Gaussians,
the elliptical distribution of fibre orientations fE (O, q(R "vs ) )
(Eqs . (7) and (8)) is transformed into a new distribution which
is best described by means of its Fourier coefficients an . It
is easy to show that the original Eq . (11) is replaced by
an = 2 "exp( -n2S2 ) . nh

,

00

eXp(-X 2 /a2 )tanh2
n[ R(vs-X) ]dx

(20)

The Gaussian integral is conveniently evaluated by numeri-

cal methods.

When the "nocLl '
" fibre orientation model Eq . (20) is
with experiments it is straightforward to adjust the
three model paraameters so that good agreement is obtained . This
is illustrated in Fig . 6 where we show haw the behaviour of the
orientation index RN changes With a and b . The curve denoted by
I ooponds to the original laminar model, Eqs. (7) and (8),
the curve II shows the effect of assigning a distribution of
values to the
ion speed vs and the curve III finally
illustrates the effect of statistical variations in the suspension flow direction. As a result the experimental observations
are quite well re
The curve III is the same as the
1.
solid lime in Figs . 5 .
0o

Fig . 6 . Calculated fibre orientation index RN , Eq . (20), with,
I, P=0 .05 min/m, a=0 and b=0 ; II, P=0 .05 min/m, a=10 m/min and
b=0 ; and III, R=0 .10 min/m, a=10 m/min and S=n/3 .2 .
Small adjustments in the model pareneters could be made to
improve the agreeinnt with the individual data sets . For
example, in the case of Fig . 5 c it would be quite reagor~able
that the value of R would vary with pulp type . Also the level
of turbulence would probably
on. the configuration of
drainage elements and therefore a and 6 should be adjusted
separately for the data sets in Fig . 5 b .
More important than the quantitative
t with the
experiments are the qualitative implications of the model calculation . It is intuitively clear that variations in the sus
pension speed, a, should be relevant when vs is close to zero .
If the average speed vanishes, vs = 0, then any deviation from
this average speed will give rise to a temporary orienting
shear field, ir~deper nt of the direction of the deviation .
flow disturbances related to turbulent behaviour should
be isotrapically distributed and do not produce arty m~
directional fibre orientation in the paper . In that case the
Gaussian distribution of flow directions in the model should be
replaced by a uniform distribution, or S set infinitely large,
s->00 .

Thus, it appears that for vs - 0 the fibre orientation
anisotropy may be caused primarily by two fac."tors : variations
in the
ion speed or fibre orientation in the jet .
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Then the suspension speed is large the value of RN is
solely by the fluctuations in the flow direction. In
k- g millimetre scale turbulence is intentionally generated in order to prevent fibre flocculation . Even though fluctuations of greater length often arise unintentionally, it is
clear that the fluctuations are smaller than the size of a
typical macroscopic paper sheet. Ttws the length scale of flow
di
es and turbulence is not relevant for the average
anis
ned, for a IllaCMU apic paper sheet.
dWY e
de

i

IL

The intensity of turbulence varies from headbax to
box
to p~-pP-rn r~i- , perhaps in the range of 1 to
10 m/min. In that
the value of c = 10 m/min used above
is not unreasonable . However, in order to be able to Leproduae
the observed plateau in paper ani
(RT - 3) at large
values of vs we have to choose quite large values of b . For
example, the value of S = n/3.2 would mean that the crossdirec-tional flow velocity is frequently larger than to averege
speed of the suspension relative to the wire . The magnitude of
the flow disturbances suggested by the experimental values of
RT is thus quite large .
and papa

According to the experimental results shown in Figs . 5 the
plateau in RT is reached at about vs = 20 m/min all cases studied . This suggests that there is a universal
'sm that
gives rise to the plateau in paper anisotropy . From fluid mechanics we know that the shear stress imposed by an inert plate
cn a fluid flowing on it grows with the fluid speed, but if the
fluid speed grows too large a boundary layer is created in
which shear stress is dissipated by means of eddy
is and
eventually fully developed turbulence . This meC.hanism has been
confirmed experimentally (15) .
In particular, it has been shown that at the paap rmak ;
consistencies a turbulent b
layer is maintained if the
pulp
ion flows at least at the speed of about 30 m/min
relative to a
wall ( 16 ) . In view of this result and the
fact that the filtered fibre mat cn the wire is not smooth it
is quite possible that a turbulent boundary layer is maintained
during drainage
when the suspension speed relative to
the wire exceeds 20 m/min, as suggested by the similarity of
the experimental results in Figs . 5.
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In pap
the shear strie.SS in~pos~ed by the wire is
precisely the fame that orients fibres and breaks down flocs .
If a turbulent boundary layer is created the shear field is no
longer effectively coupled to the
ion to orient the
fibres . Thus the fibre orientation ani
can no loner be
'
ed by raising the suspension speed relative to the wire
and it may even decrease when the
ion speed
,
as is evident in Figs . 1 b and c . In the fibre orientation
model the increasing intensity of turbulence would explain the
lame values of the parameter S
to reproduce the experimental results.
The shear-induced turbulent boundary layer would also explain why paper formation deteriorates very rapidly if the
ion speed relative to the wire is raised sufficiently,
since in that case flocculation is not inhibited. If, however,
drainage rate is increased and the related hydrodynamic forces
are
ed, the coupling of the suspension to the wire impro
ves . This is in fact another explanation for the '
e in
the fibre orientation anisotr~apy observed for enhmx)ed drainage
in Fig. 5 b. We also point out that high values of the tensile
ratio (upto RT = 5) have been reported four a gap farmer where
water, is removed very rapidly from the
ion (17) .
In conclusion, it a
that disturbances in the
sion flow and eventually the onset of shear-ir~ iced, turbulence
explains the observed plateau in the tensile ratio RT as a
function of I Wising
ion speed. I f this is correct
then there is a fundamental hydrodynamic mechanism that determines the maximum value of the fibre orientation anisotropy in
paper .

4 . SChE OF THE SHEAR FIELD
We shall next consider what de
the scale of the
orienting shear field during drainage . In se-lion 2 .3 we concliaded that below the shear-induced plateau the laminar fibre
orientation model is a reasonable appr
on . The scale of
the shear field is fixed by the parameter R of the model that
tells how much a fibre is able to rotate in the shear field .
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One could then imagine that R is directly prnporta_onal to
the time tz it tapes for to other end of a fibre to land on
the wire . The faster the fibres cane down, to weaker the aniso
t~apy of fibre orientations should be . This souux1s quite reasonable. R should thus be inversely prcpocrtional to the drainage speed vz , i.e . the speed of the suspension through the
wire . This also follows from the application to the Fourdrinier
case of the fibre orientation model derived by Ryti et . al (10)
for the oblique sheet mould (cf. Eq . (12)) . Hawser, the experiments of Svensson and +
erg (3), Fig. 5 b, show that in
reality dr '
speed vz has only a small effect on the fibre
orientation ani
The order of magnitude of vz can be estimated from the
data supplied (_3) for the rate of web formation during drainage. In case of the experiments shown in Fig. 5 b the paper web
gnaws at the rate of approximately 60 g/m2s during the initial
cdr '
phase and at a 5 to 10 slower rate during the rest of
the drainage . Given the
ion consistency of 3 g/1 it
follows that the drainage speed is about vz = 1 .2 m/min initially and 0.2 m/min in the end. Same orders of magnitude also
apply to to case of the FPPRI experiments. For the fine paper
samples the slice operdnig was typically 26 rum, machine speed 60
m/min and jet to "wet line" distance 1 . 5 m, say; thus we can
estimate that on the average vz = (26 mm/1 .5 m) " 60 m/min = 1
m/min.
It
, therefore, that the average drainage speed vz
is about 0.5 to 1 m/min in the experiments shown in Figs . 5 .
The corr~espondir~g values of R can be calculated from from Eq .
.How(15) to be roughly 1 to 2 min/m for all the experiments
ever, the model predictions RN in these figures (the dashed and
solid lines) are calculated for R = 0.05 and 0.10 man/m. A more
than 10-fold increase in the value of R would give unrealistically rapid rate of '
e for the orientation index RN as a
function of the suspension speed vs.
In fact, aac~ording to the results of Svensson and asterberg (3) in Fig. 5 b, the fibre orientation anisotropy slightly
'
with drainage rate ra her than
es as the model
would predict. The increase was found to occur on the tap (felt)
side of the paper. This is reasonable since about half of the
paper web is formed during the rapid initial drainage phase and

the wet suction ~ only affect the sec~a~d drair~ag~e p~~ase and
thus the top side of papPx .
In arty nose, we mast oor~lude that on Fou~rdrinier
'
speeds are by far too 9nal l to affect the distribution
of fibre orientations in paper significantly.
dr '

Inst~d of dr '
, the time tz available for individual
fibres to rotate could be det
by the suspension speed v
relative to wire . It would thQn follow that tz, and thP.refore
R, should be inversely proportional to vs. This is supported by
the studies of cyan and Mason ( 7 ) who firyd that in low
cor~,sister~cy
ions the period of rotation of stiff
fibres is i~ely pr~aportional to the shear gradient . It is
immediately clear, t
ver, that the time scale of ffibre rotations caru~ot det
by the
ion speed v sirx~e if
this were the case (i .e . R = canst ./vs ) then fibre orientation
could not be controlled by the suspension speed (R "vs would be
constant ) .

we are tY~n led to pr~apose that the parameter R of the
model is in fact det
by fibre-to-fibre interactions .
Daring dr '
a fibre that is a~m.~yored at one end to the
filtered fibre mat is not free to rotate . Instead the fibre is
entangled with ott~ex fibres sticking up from the mat. Eton in
the suspension p~lase fibres
, in general, rotate freely
since at the papP:rn~k?ng consistencies the suspension usually
contains flocs of various sizes.
'Thus the parameter R of the model appears to be essentially a p
of the pulp
ion. In other words, the scale
of the shear field is deternLined by pulp p~
ies ar~d not by
paper
parameters, just as the similarity of Figs . 5 ac its. 'Priers are then at least two ~ pulp p
ies
may affect fibre orientation . The
to which individual
fibres are able to rotate depends on the resistance to rotation
iYiiposed by othex fibres, fibre fragments ar~d fines . Also, the
ability of a fibre to rotate in a given
t may c~eper~d
on the properties of the fibre itself . Both of these possibilities may apply in the he~adbox and during dr '
on the wire .
In the expPximents made on the FP'PRI pilot
observed that dally for small ~ksion
wood-free fine paper sa~rq~les were more oriented
con ' '
samples. Above, in section 2 .3, it

n~arhine it was
speeds v the
than the yaoodwas concluded
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w3.
the twr~
es .
point out
t
of
the pulp was cliff
t in
o'a
( cf .
i.x ) the
s ~°
fibres
of unbl
sof
fine pulp in all the
sart~les . Thus in the Lfnic pulp the s
°
fibres
ter more
resistance to rotation than in the fine pulp . The lower freeness of the former (180 ml CSF vs . 400 to 580 ml CSF ) and the
stiff
' cal pulp fibres con
'
in it may well aaaa~unt
for this .
r:~ that the resist indi~i.dual fibres
It thus a
encounter when trey rotate in the headbo~ slice must by and
lame explain the different fibre orientation ani
of the
fine paper and the LwC base paper . ether authors have also
that the Theological, p
ies of the pulp
ion
should de
the fibre orientation anis
ob
'
for
a given j et-to-wire speed di f f
( 18 ) . The effect of the
pulp p
ies on the jet fibre orientation was demonstx~ted
experimentally by wrist (12 ) .
we have nrot coer~sidered in detail the the effect of the
fibre-to-fibre interactions an tie fibre orientation . It seentis
that one should ~n the simplified equation of motion (1)
in order to obtain a realistic description of the fibre-tofibre interactions . E<nen
this would c
'
y change the
model predictions quaYititatively we would ea
t that qualitative_ty the results would not dif feT from t-,hose of the siYt~le
elliptic model derived ~ for the case of 1
'
ion
flaw .
5 . SE~'E of

F

O~tI

TIC 1)I

I(~

Above it was
that behaviour of the mile ratio of
paper as a function of the speed differexx~e between the suspension and the wire can be explained by a lami~r, elliptic fibre
orientation model, provided that the speed differe~ae is not
too large . In the lattex case, flaw dis
es ar~d
er~ae
oontxol the fibre orientation anisotropy . Also, it was concluded that in the first case fibre-to-fibre interactions det
'
the fibre orientation anisotropy .
In this ffinal section we shall study the effect of fibre
properties on the fibre orientation distribution . The significar~ae of the properties of the fibres themselves to the fibre

__ -_

anal ysis . For each saa~le (1000 ~ 2000 fibres ~
'~cn
side ) we calculated the oorr~e~lation of the direction
aos( 2~ } with
details ) .

fibre

length

and

fibre earl

( see Ap

e

clix

for

we found nQ significant correlation be-t~een the direction
oosirie and fibre length . 'I~e correlation coefficient varies
erratically betweQ,n -0 .05 and 0 .05 az both sides of the f ine
and LwC base paper san~les.
in a given paper sample there
should be essP.ntially no differ~enoe bettiaeen the fibre orientation aniso~ of long fibres and ~ fibres . 'This has
been also fo~,uxl in other investigations ( 19 ) . It is still quite
possible,
, that the distribution of fibre orientation
if the
fibre length of the pulp is
since that may affect the ffibre-to-ffibre intexactions . T~iis was
not studied systematically .
On the other hand, the direction cosine has a sick' . f icant
negative correlation to ffibre curl . 'I~e correlation eoefficient
ses systematically as the susper~.sion speed vs '
,
from r ~ -0 .1 at vs = 0 to r ~ -0 .15 at vs = 20 m/min and furthQrr to r ~ -0 .3 at vs = 40 m/min . No differer~ae was fouryd
between the fine and I~niC papers . Herause of the large n~uY~ber of
fibres
in each case the values of r <_ -0 . l are statistically significant .
'I'he offact of ffibre curl on f fibre orientation is consistent with the motion that the a~tiount by which a ffibre can
ar~ae g~er~rated by fibre-to-fibre interactions . In that case it
is clear that flexible fibres will adjust to the oriented smear
field by b
tr~gelves whereas stiff fibres nnast state .

~oaordi.r~g to our experimental results the
leads to a
weaker fibre orientation anisotr~apy than the stiff rotation .
We note that the eorrelation bed fibre orientation and
ffibre curl may be slightly offecte~d, but not entire~.y determiu~ed, by the fact that in the image analysis
t an

direction for each fibre is determined ( cf .

' }.

As a rerul .t, the orientation distribution of straight fibres
has the t
. to appear mare anisotr~apic than the distribution of curly fibres sirx~e in the lattex cage fibre direction

caru~ot be determined a~xurately .
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Fig . 7 . Polar plot of the orientation distribution of the stained fibres in the N~}-C~ diiagram with the toQ ( felt ) side pointing up and wire side dawri . 'The diag~ona~l lines oo~nd to
+45 ° fran the m~ch~~ direction. FP~RI fine paper sample for
vs = 1 m/min with, a, all fibres visible on the papex surfa~aes
inclix~ed; b, Icil y stxa_ight ffibres ; c, cxzl y curly f fibres .

'The .i~~o
of fibre curl is illustrated in Figs . 7-9
that oo~nd to the FP'PRI fine ~
r samples at suspension
vs = l, 21 and 38 m/min,
ively. In the fib
the polar plot of the orientation distribution of the stained
fibres is in the N~-C~ diagram with the top (felt) side point
ir~g up and wire side c~z . The diagonal limes oo~r~d to
±45 ° from the machine direction . The fib are all drawn to
the same scale, so that they can be directly a
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Fig . 8 . As Fig. 7,
m/min.

the FPPRI fine paper saple for vs = 21

Incltaded in Figs . 7-9 a are all the stained fibres visible
on the paper surfaces, in Figs . 7-9 b only straight fibres, and
in Figs . 7-9 c only curly fibres . The fibres were partitioned
of straight and
so that there are approximately equal
curly fibres in each case (cf . Appendix) . It can be seen that
curly and straight fibres have completely different orientaticn distributions
.In the case of curly fibres there are minima
at ion,
±45 ° from the machine
whereas in the case of
straight fibres there are local maxim at the same directions .
The no~mor~otozic behaviour of the fibre orientation distribution function as a function of the angle 0, though in weaker
form, can be seen also in the overall distributions in Figs . 79 a.
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Fig . 9 . As Fig. 7, the FP'P'RI fine paper sa~t~ple for vs = 38
m/min .

The
local maxima in the ffibre orientation dis
in
+,xibutioan were observed already by Denielsen and S
1947 ( _5 ) , but no explanation for these "horns" was fcx~nd . It
~ to us that the "horns" or local maxima in the orientation
distribution may in part aorrespor~d to fibres that land on the
fibre mat "head" first . Fibres that land "tail" first mtate
t~ the m~ direction, wt~ ffibres that laved "t~ea,d"

first initially rotate away from it. The first fraction of
fibres gives rise to the expected ir~~ease in the
direction fibre orientation, but the latter fraction behaves diff_erexitly . Same of these fibres
oriented closer to the
direction than to the
direction . 'I~se
dossfibres could ao~orad to the local maxima in the orientation
distribution .
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In the model calculations, no local maxima occur in the
elliptic or von Mises distribution functions (Eqs . (7) and
(16)) . Local maxima are
only if the jet fibre orien
tation is incl.t.
d in the model (Eq . (19)) . If we assume that
g (O) is elliptic, relatively weak local maxima are obtained
similar to those in the measured distributions in Figs . 7-9 a .
The distributions in Figs . 7 b and c, on the other hand, cannot
be reproduced unless we assume that the jet orientation
distribution is of that kind .
Thus it seems that the "horns" of the fibre orientation
distribution could thus be created by the combing action of the
oriented shear during the drainage phase . The model calcula
ticns demonstrate also that even if no "horns" are present in
the distribution of the jet the anisotz~apy of the jet definitely affects the appearance of the "horns" in paper .
Same of the norYmonotcnic shape of the orientation distribution may also be gyrated directly in the hea~dbax . This
cannot, however, be done by the acceleration of the suspension

flow in the headbox slice, since it turns all fibres towards
the machine direction, none away from it . On the other hand,
the deorienting effects at the lip ( 14 ) may lead to a
complicated shape of the jet fibre orientation distribution . In
this respect we note that in the FPPRI experiments the local
'
of the distribution become weaker as the suspension
speed vs ' rxmBases (compare Figs . 7 b and c to Figs . 8 b and
c) . When the suspension speed is very large (Figs. 9) the orientation distribution of the curly fibres - but not of the straight
fibres - seems to be affected by the turbulence of the
suspension flow and more local maxima are mated .
In summary, the shape of the fibre orientation distribution, and the local maxima in particular, are probably in part
caused by the headbox and in part by the oriented smear on the
wire . The shape of the distribution appears to be very sensitive to the wet fibre flexibility .

6 . OO~~SIO~S

we have analy~,~ed the physical
sms of fi.bre orientation in the Faur~drinier prnee.~s by m~earLS of simplified model
calc~latior~s . we
that in an oriented smear ffield the
distribution of fibre orientations may be appr~imated by an
elliptic distribution fua~ction as long as the suspension flaw
may be considered to be 1
'
. The elliptical model i~lies
that the
of fibre orientation anisotr~apy '
rapid
ly as the differerx~e between the speed of the
ion ( the
jet ) and that of the wire is raised .
Jet fibre orientation ir~d~oed in the
is ~ to
lead to an appmximately eorLstant level of the
to cx~ossdirectiorl tensile ratio RT for a rarx~e of small speed differences . Since the jet orientation
es during dr '
its
of fads are more pror~o~unaed ors the wire side of the paper ma de
cn a Faurdrinier . In the experin~nts an the FP'PRI pilot m
'
the jet fibre orientation seems to lead to a aa~siderable fibre
orientation twasi
s in wood-free fine paper samples when
the speed cliff
is small .
On Faurdrinier
it is usually observed that the
fibre orientation anisotropy can be increased bY the oriented
shear only up to a
level . Acoor~cli.ng to our analysis,
the plateau in the tensile ration RT appears to be cauge~d by
the onget of shear-ir~diu~ed turbuler~oe . In the ~ studied the
plateau is reached at the
ion to wire speed cliff
of approximately 20 m/min irxieperx~,nt of the speed of the paper
' e.
In c~+er~eral the orienting effect of the shear field an the
to be de
by fibre-to-fibre interactions,
whereas paper
~
parameters appear to be bY and large
irrelevant . It is observed that cn the
stiff fibres are
more anisotropically distributed than flexible fibres . The
latter can adjust to the ~ field by
rather than
just by rotating as the former have to do .

wire seems

In
, we have studied the basic physical
s~s
of fibre orientation . men tt~gh the analysis has been strongly simplified the results should prnv~e useful in
ing the
significarx~e of various fac,~tors on the fibre orientation aniso
tr~y in paper . In particular, the of facts of the
geo-
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me try', the twin-wire drainage and the pulp pr~aperti_es could be
studied in more detail .
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IX :

Pig

Sample material
Paper samples were poz the FPPRI pilot machine of
wire width 850 mm . This machine has rectifier roll headbax,
Fourdrinier wire section, three nip press and 12 cylinder dryer,
and a machine cal ender which, howler, was not used . The wire
section contains 6 foils, followed by 4 sets of a wet suction
box and table rolls, and finally 6 dry suction boxes . in all
experiments the jet speed was higher than or equal to the wire
Wood-free and wood-containing paper was p
using
al pulp mixtures for fine paper, LWC base paper and
newsprint . The wood-free paper was made of a fine paper mixture
of softwood and hardwood bleached }craft pulp . Different freeness levels were used (400 to 560 ml CSF), but these were found
to have no significanoe to the fibre orientation of the paper .
The wood-containing paper was made of a 180 ml CSF LWC-pulp
containing g
and bleached softwood lrraft pulp and of a
110 ml CSF newsprint-mixture of bl
softwood kraft pulp,
pressurised g
and
'cal pulp . Same paper
machine parameters are given in Table 1 .
Image analysis
About 0 .3 % of stained fibres were added to the fine paper
and LW paper pulps for image analysis purposes . The s
fibres were of unbleached softwood kraft pulp in both cases .
The stained fibre image of a sample is processed using an automatic image analyser (20) and various standard functions are
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Pulp Hype

Fine paper

Basis weight, g/m2
M
speed, m/min
Lip
mm
--e-boa-consistency, %
MD draw, wire t o reel, $
"Wet line" from t~eadbox, m

70
60
26
0 .27-0 .41
1 .6
1-1 .5

LWC

Newsprint

40
80
28
0 .19-0 .23
2 .0
3-4

45
80
26
0 .25-0 .30
2 .3
2-4

Table 1 . Paper machine parametP.rs for the samples made on the
FPPRI pilot machine .

evaluated for each individual fibre image . The orientation of a
fibre is given by the orientation of the major axis of an ellipse that just covers the fibre ink . Fibre length is determined by makirxg the image repeatedly thinner until it is just
one pixel wide . The average length of the fibre images varied
slightly from sample to sample, between 1 .5 and 2 mm, with the
s
deviation around 1 .5 mm .
Only the fibres on the surface of the sample are wed
and thus separate results are obtained far the wire and felt
side of the sample . The orientation distribution is weighted by
the length of the image . This choice is arbitrary, but theme
exists no precise definition for the distribution of fibre
orientations . The various alternatives are discussed by Mark
and Perkins et al ( 21,22 ) . We have
that the orientation

distribution would change only a little if all images were
given the same weight . The measured fibre orientationn distributions are quantified in terms of their first 2-3 Fourier coefficients, Eq . (10) . We chose this approach since an arbitrary
fibre orientation distribution can be aaz~rately represexited as
an infinite Fourier
ion.
The curl index III of Jordan and Page
quantify fibre curl
curl III = L/M - 1

( 23 )

is used to

(21)

where L is the length of the fibre image and M the length of
the major axis of the covering ellipse. The median of the curl
index of the stained fibres varied nonsystematically fram 0.15
to 0 .20 with the s
deviation arcund 0.1 .
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Transcription of Discussion

DISTRIBUTION OF FIBRE
ORIENTATIONS IN PAPER
Dr. K. J . Niskanen, FPPRI

Dr . G .A . Baum, James River Corporation
Congratulations on a nice piece of work .
It requires two polar
angles to describe a fibre in suspension one from the MD and
one from the ZD I always felt that the angle from the ZD had an
important part to play in the ability of a fibre to rotate into
the MD . You did not really mention this except to talk about
"noses" and "tails" .
Have you considered the z--direction
orientation of the fibres in your analysis?
K .J . Niskanen
If you wanted orientation angle relative to the Z direction, I
could put this in the Gamma constant, which contains all the nasty
things .
The other way to answer your question-is that if I look
at the exact equations of motion, there I do indeed have a
coupling between the angle relative to Z direction and the angle
relative to machine direction . However, those equations of motion
are relatively complicated .
If you do the equations, you have to
assume that the velocity field is linear so that when you go away
from the wire, the velocity of the suspension increases linearly .
If I make this assumtion, then I find that the speed difference
between suspension and wire has no effect on fibre orientation
anisotropy and that is not what I really want . It is obvious that
the time the fibres have available for rotation is determined by
something other than the shear field, in other words, drainage is
an important thing .
If I take into account drainage forces, the
hydrodynamics becomes very complicated .

Prof . B . Steenberg, Royal Institute of Technology
My question relates to the mathematical
definition of the direction of a fibre .

foundation

of

your

Your image analysis defines the direction of a fibre as the
direction of the major axis of an ellipse in which the fibre can
be circumscribed .
The direction of a point on a continuous curve is its tangent,
while the direction of a curve from A to B is the integral of the
direction of every point along the curve . This turns out to be the
direction of a straight line from A to B . Curvature shows up by
giving a distance from A to B shorter than the length of the
curve . This holds also for the three dimensional case .
We know from polymer science that the relevant hydrodynamic
property of a polymer is not its length (DP) or curvature but the
distance and the direction between the two ends . Molecules like
fibres are seldom straight .
Your image analysis includes curvature, which will define the axis
of the ellipse . I do not believe the mathematical definition of
the fibre direction is
identical with your definition of
direction .
K .J .Niskanen
In the
so the
indeed
define

model calculation all that is considered is straight sticks
problem does not arise . In the image analysis case I do
use the direction of the longest axis of the ellipse to
the orientation of each fibre .

Prof B . Steenberg
Are the directions the same for the ellipse and the true direction
of the fibre derived by integrating over the length of the fibre .
K .J .Niskanen
No in general they are not but the difference will depend on how
you consider the fibre .
For example,
are you considering
integration of the full f ibre or segments of the fibre? I have not
checked this in detail but it does not seem to make much
difference .

Prof . B . Steenberg
In a continuous fibre the direction of one segment is not
independent of the directions of the adjoining sections . So
segment calculations are invalid, provided the fibre is not broken
("hinged") . Then the fibre is discontinuous and each part behaves
more or less as a separate entity . My main point is that we must
use well established definitions for direction when applying
hydrodynamics . Somewhat surprisingly, curvature and flexibility
do not play a role in a hydrodynamic context .
K.J . Niskanen
Actually it is all the same whether I used the fibre length which
defined as going along the fibre or the longest axis of the
ellipse . However I used it does not affect the measured
orientation distribution, in other words there is no correlation
between the length and the orientation of fibres .
Prof . B . Steenberg
Thank you . Next question . You are surprised that at zero
difference in speed we do not get the expected tensile relation .
When Danielsen and I in 1947, studied this we discovered one
reason was the stretch in the paper machine . Whatever jet-wire
relation we tried we could not get the required MD tensile value
needed for twisting paper, like cable wrap, using a single felted
Yankee machine . It could, however, easily be reached on MG
machines with open draws, which of course required wet stretch .
We agree that wet stretch can hardly influence fibre orientation,
but there is still a possibility which I pointed out in Montreal
in 1949 . Assume that my naked arms are two fibres and the hairs
on my arms are fibrils on the fibre surfaces . If I cross my arms
and move them over each other only slightly, the direction of my
arms s hardly changed . But the movement will rapidly align and
entangle the model fibrils in the contact area . This could explain
the important strengthening effect of wet stretch .
K .J . Niskanen
It is quite obvious that stretch of the web will affect its
mechanical properties and it is probable it will also affect the
geometry of the network, about to this there can be no argument .
You can never be quite sure when you look at tensile ratios if the
minimum value is caused by orientation or by stretch or by both

of them . Whilst admitting the affect of stretch you should not
forget the affect which is .caused by orientation that is created
in the headbox ; that is important .
B . Radvan B R Research and Consultancy Ltd.
Perhaps one reason that the orientation is not one at zero jet
velocity difference is that there is no such thing as zero jet
velocity difference! There is always an angle of impact effect,
and there are differences in the speed of the jet throughout its
depth .
M.B . Lyne International Paper USA
The difference between figures 8 and 9 in your text is an increase
in the velocity of the stock . There is a difference in orientation
angle top and bottom as you speed the jet up, such that on
the top side there is a higher speed you have skew orientation to
the right and on the wire side a skew orientation to the left .
This could result in a complex curl problem, as you have pointed
out . Since you are only sampling at one point on this narrow
experimental paper machine does this difference in orientation
angle top and bottom correspond to a flow vortex caused at higher
jet velocity?
K .J . Niskanen
I would think that the orientation angle that you see in the image
analysis results is more like an accident than systematic
behaviour, in other words what we tried to do is take samples in
the middle of the web . The web is something like 60cm wide and we
know that the orientation angle is a fan like thing so that at the
edges the angle points outwards or inwards depending on the jet
to wire ratio .
M. B . Lyne
What explains the difference in orientation between the top and
the wire
side? By this I mean the angle in skew orientation .
K.J . Niskanen
I did not find this very surprising, after all we know that the
speed of the suspension will slow down during filtration in such
a way that it approaches the speed of the wire . In other words,

the angle will move outwards . To be honest, I am not sure whether
what we think to be machine direction is actually so .
It may be
out by a few degrees since the sample sheets are small .
Dr . Kari Ebeling, James River Corporation
There is a third mechanism which you should also take into
account, the reflocculation of fibres in that part of the
suspension which has not yet drained, especially on heavier basis
weights, would this have an effect on your theoretical treatment?
K .J . Niskanen
This would have the effect that I cannot do it any more, I have
left out all fibre to fibre interactions because they are so
complicated to handle .
The interesting aspect of your question
is that if I want to fit my model with the maximum orientation
ratio observed experimentally, then I have to assume that the flow
directions vary from machine direction on average by 60 degrees,
which is a huge angle .
Therefore, it could be that instead of
having individual fibres floating around, you could have flocs in
which you cannot rotate the fibres, but they have a certain wide
distribution of orientation angles .
It also may be possible that
the flocculation is induced by turbulence when the shear field
becomes larger, but I have not looked to see if this fits the
experiment .
Dr . J .F . Waterhouse, Institute of Paper Science & Technology
Cross flows may also have an important contribution .
I have
carried out some work recently using techniques developed by G .
Baum and Habeger, former colleagues of mine using ultrasonic polar
plots .
In fact, we looked at paper made on a Fourdrinier paper
machine with shake, and the lean angle which we calculate from the
polar plot can change from the wire side to the felt side of the
machine . We studied this by carrying out surface grinding of the
sheet and studying the two sections . We have also seen examples
that Bo Norman pointed out with the head box design that we can
get significant cross flows from the head box obviously induced
by the shake, which can lead to curl or off axis curl problems .
Have you considered these CD flows in your analysis?
K .J . Niskanen
I have not actually worked on this,

so am unable to comment .

B .D . Jordan, PAPRYCAN
In contrast to Dr . Steenberg's position, we believe that the
orientation distribution of fibre segments is more relevant to
paper performance than is the orientation distribution of fibre
end to end vectors .
For straight fibres, of course, the fibre orientation matches the
segment orientation . In an oriented curly fibre,however, some
segments will be oriented in other directions . One expects
therefore, an isotropic contribution to the segment distribution
in proportion to the curliness of the pulp . This was noted in
Derek Page's review of the fibre curl in the previous symposium .
Some of the ambiguity in your results for curly fibres may be an
artifact of your choice of a fibre orientation over a segment
orientation distribution .
Moving to an end-to-end vector distribution would compound the
ambiguity . A couple of simple examples will show this :
The letter U represents the shape of a fibre which would be
oriented by flow in a direction normal to its end-to-end vector .
Also, we could take a circle o for which the segment orientation
is zero, and break it into two semi-circles c
_> for which the
net segment orientation remains zero, but in which the end-to-end
vector is quite oriented .
The same would continue if the
semicircles are connected end-to-end :c
On another matter, since the orientation of flocs is a separate
problem from the orientation of single fibres, it would be
interesting to note whether curly fibres are more likely to be
_found within flocs than by themselves .
11

K .J . Niskanen
In the image analysis measurements of the orientation of a fibre
was the direction of the major axis of the covering ellipse . We
observed that the curl of the fibre (eg . Curl index III of Jordan
& Page, but also other curl indices), was correlated with the
orientation of the fibre, ie . CD fibres were curly, MD fibres
straight . I think this is due to the bending of the flexible
fibres vs . rotation . In this sense, I think there is no ambiguity
in the results for curly fibres .

I agree that the definition of orientation of curly fibres is not
unambiguous .
Experience has shown us that if the average
orientation of a fibre is used, the distribution of fibre
orientations agree with experimental observations of the tensile
ratio or elastic ratio of paper . If one uses the distribution of
segment orientation this is not the case - not at least for the
paper samples we have 'studied . The situation could be different
eg . for tissue paper .
Finally, I think it is a good idea to try and see if there are on
the average more curly fibres in the flocs of paper than
otherwise .
It may be however, that our paper samples are not
flocky enough for the f locs to be distinguished suf f iciently well .

